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Taking the Java world by storm, Eclipse is an open-source platform that can be used to develop cutting-edge programs, components, Web sites, and more. In the first book to explore the greatly extended functionality of Eclipse 3, Berthold Daum shows you how to use this powerful Java IDE to make coding, testing, debugging, and deploying applications much easier.
You'll find tips for authoring code efficiently and organizing development projects correctly. You'll unlock the secrets of the SWT and JFace libraries while learning how to create an MP3 player. And you'll discover how to develop your own products under the Rich Client Platform (RCP).     

What you will learn from this book     

	All the major features of Eclipse 3
	Techniques for building GUIs with SWT, JFace, and the Eclipse workbench
	Tips on how to speed development time by using Eclipse as an application framework
	How to create custom Eclipse plug-ins following easy steps
	Methods for team software development
	Ways to develop and package your own products for deployment
	How to use the RCP as a generic platform for a wide range of applications


Who this book is for     

This book is for Java programmers who want to implement their own professional applications with the help of Eclipse.     

Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers to a better job.     

       About the Author
   Berthold Daum has a Ph.D in Mathematics and is a professional Java and XML developer who has been using Eclipse since it was first developed. Mr. Daum specializes in innovative electronic business technology and electronic content production; his clients include SAP Integrated Services AG and Software AG. His experience in software training and ability to anticipate the needs of professional developers has been demonstrated in his previous books, including Eclipse 2 for Java Developers (Wiley) and Modeling Business Objects with XML Schema (Morgan-Kaufmann).    

    Mr. Daum Studied photography in Melbourne and has both exhibited and published his images of Australia's natural beauty.       
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The Ultimate Competitive Advantage: Secrets of Continuously Developing a More Profitable Business ModelBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2003
With The Ultimate Competitive Advantage, the authors have drawn on  their proprietary experiences with and knowledge of top-performing small to  large companies and nonprofits to raise CEO and company standards again. They  show how all organizations can continually reinvent themselves to build  increasing competitive advantages while...
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Introduction to Mathematical Statistics and Its Applications, An (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005

	Noted for its integration of real-world data and case studies, this guide offers sound coverage of the theoretical aspects of mathematical statistics. It demonstrates how and when to use statistical methods, while reinforcing the calculus that readers have already mastered. Presents standard statistical techniques in a mathematical context,...
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QoS-Based Resource Allocation and Transceiver Optimization (Foundations and Trends(R) in Communications and Information Theory)Now Publishers, 2006
QoS-Based Resource Allocation and Transceiver Optimization derives a comprehensive theoretical framework for SIR balancing, with and without noise. The theory considers the possible use of receive strategies (e.g. interference filtering or channel assignment), which can be included in the model in an abstract  way. Power allocation and receiver...
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WebSphere Studio Application Developer 5.0Apress, 2003
WSAD is a new generation server-side Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that targets development of the Java enterprise applications. From the moment of its introduction, WSAD became very popular and won several important awards in the past years. WSAD is tightly integrated with the WebSphere Application Server 4.0 (WAS) – the...
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Using Microsoft Access 2010Que, 2010

	This book is for anyone comfortable using a personal computer who needs to collect
	and manipulate information. Experience with Microsoft Access 2010 or an earlier
	version of Access is helpful, but not necessary. The book takes the user from the
	basic techniques on how to use Microsoft Access 2010 to a strong...
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Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005 Reporting Services Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2006
The popular STEP BY STEP approach provides hands-on guidance to beginning-level and new-to-SQL Server 2005 programmers. A sequential, learn-by-doing tutorial, this book covers key features and techniques of Reporting Services to help programmers harness the full power of SQL Server 2005. The enclosed CD includes data sets and sample code.
Key...
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